
Intervention Design: an introduction



lanier, rushkoff, morozov & keen: everything is wrong



!3mike monteiro (mule design): how designers destroyed the world



triodos bank: ’we live in a wonderful time’



marshall mcluhan (1911-1980)



‘the medium is the massage’ (1967)



‘societies have always been shapes 
more by the nature of the media by 

which men communicate than by the 
content of the communication’

media = technology = extension



We invent a new 
media 

technology

The new media 
technology 

alters our sense 
ratios

The altered 
sense ratio 
alters our 
perception

The altered 
perception 

changes the way 
we think

With a new way of 
thinking we 

create new models 
of reality

New models of 
reality give rise to 

new inventions

McLuhan’s cycle of change

‘we shape our tools 
and tools shape us’, 

Marshall McLuhan

mcluhan’s cycle of change



buchanan’s four levels of design



!10my translation to three levels

artefact

micro

meso

macro

praxisenvironment

meaning



speculative design



reinventing the future



‘Design today is concerned primarily 
with commercial and marketing 
activities but it could operate on a 
more intellectual level. It could place 
new technological developments 
within imaginary but believable 
everyday situations that would allow 
us to debate the implications of 
different technological futures before 
they happen.’

antony dunne & fiona raby



life support (2008), revital cohen & tuur van balen



buchla synthesizer (1963) by buchla & morton subotnick



roland synthesizer sh-3 (1973)



apple macintosh (1984)



iMac (1998)



intervention design explained by irving wladawksy-berger

‘Design processes have become 
increasingly complex, so the 
acceptance of new design becomes 
equally complex, The design of the 
intervention - the introduction and 
integration of design into the status 
quo - is even more critical to the 
succes of design than the design 
artifact itself.’



;- )



‘we’

‘digital society school is a 
creative and inclusive 

Amsterdam-based 
community of students, 

researchers and the 
otherwise digitally inclined 

cooperate on meaningful 
integration of technology in 

society’

‘studio 
hyperspace 

investigates the 
theory and praxis 

of living in an 
accelerating 

world’



‘design is every activity that changes 
our perception of the world by 

creating new meaning.’

the essence of intervention design



intervention design
a new skull design approach aiming at designing the now

explore

fantasize

ideate

experiment

evaluate

translate

intervention design model

fictional world 
building

create

tell

the intervention design model



the handmaid’s tale || black mirror’s waldo



!25winner young dutch designer award 2017



!26DIY surgery robot



 fair phone (waag society)



drone survival guide (ruben pater)



future cities (310k)



terraeconomics (monique grimord)



the entangled body (polymorf)



light phone (hollier + tang)



just drop by to read and talk



assignment for wednesday: see mail or slack


